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Sector Allocation & Breakdown

Top Performers

Ross (ROST) Lululemon Athletica (LULU)

Thesis: Ross provides the off-price value proposition
that customers prefer over big box retail. As a result
of market uncertainty and misleading industry trends,
investors see traditional brick & mortar retail as a
dying bread in the retail space.

1. Long-term store expansion program
a. Opportunity for ROST to grow current

19% market share
2. Large department stores are rapidly closing

locations
3. Consistent Market Leader
● ROST consistently provides investors with

above average returns for a discount retail
business.

● Believe that ROST is currently undervalued by
the market and is poised for future growth as
they embark on a strategic initiatives

Thesis: In the retail market, uniqueness is what
separates a  moderate company from a market leader.
What makes  Lululemon so special? Their materials:
they have tens  of patents and trademarks that make
their clothes soft,  comfortable, and elite. Despite new
companies entering  the market, their fabrics and
materials do not come  close to Lululemon’s. When it
comes to their gear,  they’re obsessed with technical
performance and  innovation. Here are the top 5
materials:

1. Nulux™: This material is a soft, smooth
fabric  sits against your skin using light

compression.  The material dries super-fast so
that wet, sweaty  feeling doesn’t weigh you

down. It’s silky and  cool-to-the-touch, fabric
has a super smooth  hand feel. It’s knit using a

special technique  that makes it incredibly
lightweight yet opaque.

2. Everlux™: This material pulls sweat away
from  your skin and disperses it in all directions
so it  can evaporate. The wicking power teams
up  with super quick-drying fibers to make sure

you  never feel soaked. It has an inner layer
places  cool-to-the-touch fibers next to your skin

while  the outer layer is quick-drying with a
buttery soft feel. Additionally, it is double

layered to  give you lightweight, high-opacity
coverage

3. Luxtreme®: This is a sweat-wicking,
four-way  stretch fabric that's cool to the touch

and fits  like a second skin. It offers support
and



technical performance when we are
sweating  our hardest

4. Silverescent®: In this material, silver stops
the  stink-causing bacteria that occur when you

sweat from reproducing—permanently.
Silver  releases positive ions that are
attracted to the  bacteria's negatively
charged ions. The X
STATIC® technology embedded in
Silverescent fabric bonds 99.9% pure
silver to  the surface of every fiber

5. Nulu™: This was developed as part of their
“Naked Sensation” innovation, it delivers that
next-to-nothing feeling with your must-have
technical performance qualities
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